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Abstract. Active participation of diverse stakeholders such as
consumers or experts in service engineering is critical. It ensures that
relevant aspects of service quality, service acceptance and service compli-
ance are addressed. However, coordination of diverse stakeholder inputs
is difficult and their collaborative creation of common design artifacts
demands novel engineering solutions. We present a service-oriented ap-
proach for engineering design artifacts: service feature models
are introduced as compositions of model parts that can be contributed
by different stakeholders and software resources acting as services. Our
method and tool applies service-orientation to collaborative design,
thereby taking participatory service engineering to the level of coordi-
nated service composition.

Keywords: Service engineering, service feature modeling, coordination,
collaboration, participatory service design.

1 Introduction

Participatory service engineering is about the involvement of different stake-
holders, in the role of service providers and service consumers, into the analysis,
design, and development of services [10,11]. In the public sector, for instance,
stakeholders include citizens, municipalities, and corporations. Involving differ-
ent stakeholders into the service engineering life cycle is a non-trivial task; how-
ever, participation promises to better meet the interests and needs of all parties
involved, to improve customer satisfaction, and to better comply with relevant
policies and laws [10].

In service design, stakeholders typically are represented by groups of experts,
including software engineers, infrastructure providers, decision-makers, and le-
gal experts. These stakeholders collaborate with each other, contributing specific
knowledge. Results of the collaboration are manifested in one or more design ar-
tifacts (such as documents or code), which correspondingly address the diversity
of relevant service aspects, including technical, business-related or legal ones.

Participatory service design can thus be seen as the process of coordinating a
set of stakeholders, where each stakeholder is represented by one or more experts
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and contributes to the creation of design artifacts. Here, we introduce service
feature models (SFMs) as a modeling approach for service design to create such
coordinated, composed design artifacts: SFMs capture design aspects that are
contributed by different stakeholders (or even other sources). SFMs include de-
sign alternatives (e.g. the set of authentication mechanisms the implementation
of a service could use), decisions (e.g. which authentication mechanism to use),
and constraints (e.g. that a service has to be delivered electronically). They can
be composed to serve as a single design artifact that describes diverse relevant
design issues.

This design artifact is a document composed of services: model parts are
contributed by human-provided services or by software services. Thus, respon-
sibilities for the specification of design aspects can be delegated to dedicated
experts who can work on them in parallel. In addition, data from software ser-
vices or form resources on the Web can be integrated, which can serve as a
base for design decision-making. To manage causal dependencies between model
parts and to govern the collaborative composition activities, we define coordina-
tion mechanisms that involve a coordinator role along with a set of lightweight
coordination rules.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce
and discuss service feature modeling as a technique to support service design.
We present its methodology in service design, its modeling elements and shortly
discuss how we used the approach in the context of the COCKPIT project [6].
In Section 3, we present our approach to compose SFMs of services. For this
purpose, we build on our composition and coordination model for document-
based collaboration [16] and define (a) a service composition model which allows
coordinators to delegate modeling tasks to responsible experts based on the
modularization of SFMs and (b) a set of coordination rules which allow the
(semi-)automated management of dependencies between different model parts
and activities. The system architecture and proof-of-concept implementation
that we used to determine the applicability of our approach is described in
Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss related work. Finally, we summarize our work
and present an outlook in Section 6.

2 Service Feature Models

To provide a comprehensive view of a participatory service design, design ar-
tifacts stemming from experts of different domains or disciplines need to be
captured and integrated in one service model. Service feature modeling has been
designed for this purpose and has been conceptualized in previous work [19].
Service feature modeling builds upon the well-established feature modeling ap-
proach from software product line engineering [12]. Therefore, SFMs benefit from
efficient modeling methodologies, formalisms and automatic reasoning capabili-
ties designed for standard feature models, e.g., [4,3,7,8,13].
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2.1 Methodology

Iterative service design and rapid development of service design alternatives
allow to communicate, discuss and assess design alternatives, improving overall
service quality. We distinguish two phases in iterative service design: first, a
rapid modeling phase, second, a detailed configuration phase.

In the modeling phase, a SFM is created as a design artifact that represents
a number of relevant design aspects. Multiple design alternatives are modeled
in this design artifact that represents a set of possible implementations of the
service.

In the configuration phase, decisions between design alternatives are made.
The resulting artifact of the configuration phase is a configuration. In contrast
to a SFM, a configuration represents only a single valid service design. A con-
figuration serves as input for service implementation and documents the design
decisions made. During the configuration phase, constraints and preferences are
specified based on requirements. Requirements are collected from stakeholders,
for instance citizens in public service design. Modeling of constraints and pref-
erences improves service design because it reveals trade-offs that result from
choosing one design alternative over another.

2.2 Modeling Elements

An exemplary SFM is illustrated in Figure 1. It represents (simplified) the “Ac-
cess extracts of insurance record in Social Security Organization (GR01)” service
that the Greek Ministry of Interior provided as a service scenario in the COCK-
PIT project. The service’s goal is to allow employees to access their insurance
record to verify that their employers contributed to the social security insurance.

The service feature diagram is the graphical representation of a SFM, in which
features are decomposed into a tree-structure. Features represent service design
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Fig. 1. Exemplary “Access extracts of insurance record in Social Security Organization
(GR01)” service modeled (simplified) as SFM
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aspects of relevance for a stakeholder, e.g. an access channel, a work-flow vari-
ant or a legal aspect. Features can be denoted as mandatory or optional. This
allows service engineers to derive several configurations during the configuration
phase. Features can also be grouped in XOR or OR groups, meaning that for
a valid configuration, exactly one or at least one feature from the group needs
to be selected. Causal dependencies can be specified through cross-tree relation-
ships. They depict that one feature either requires or excludes another feature
to be part of a valid configuration. For example, in Figure 1, if “stamp & sig-
nature” is selected, the record delivery method “electronic” cannot be selected
and vice versa. Attributes describe measurable, non-functional characteristics of
features [4]. For example, an attribute can denote the “delivery cost” of a feature
representing the delivery method. Attribute types capture common characteris-
tics of attributes. For example, in Figure 1, the attribute type “delivery cost”
defines the measure for all attributes of that type to be “e/ delivered record”.

2.3 Service Feature Modeling in Practice

The COCKPIT EU project aims to enable diverse stakeholders, including e.g.
citizens, to participate in the design of public services [6]. We developed service
feature modeling in this context to address the necessity of combining diverse
service design aspects in a single model. In COCKPIT, service feature modeling
was applied to three public service (re-) design scenarios. SFMs were modeled
that represent multiple variants of how to provide the public service in question.
During the configuration phase, citizens participated by stating their preferences
regarding the SFM’s attribute types on a deliberation platform. These prefer-
ences were, using multi-criteria decision making, applied to the possible service
alternatives to determine a ranking of the alternatives. However, we learned in
COCKPIT that it is highly desirable not only to enable participation in the
configuration but also in the modeling of SFMs to integrate expert knowledge
from diverse disciplines at an early stage. This is what motivated our approach
for composed and coordinated SFMs.

3 Collaborative Service Feature Modeling

In collaborative service feature modeling, model parts contributed by diverse
participants are composed into a single SFM. The structure of the composition
is defined by our service composition model. Roles describe activities that par-
ticipants perform. Coordination mechanisms provide the required coordination
of the service composition and modeling activities.

Figure 2 depicts an example where several participants collaborate to create
the “GR01” service. As illustrated, responsibilities for the modeling of certain
service aspects are separated among several participants: a “service engineer”, re-
sponsible for the creation of the overall service design, contributes an initial SFM
representing the “GR01” service. For the aspect “security / legal”, a dedicated
SFM is delivered by a “legal expert”. On the lower left side, a “cost estima-
tion service” contributes attribute values for two attributes of the type “delivery
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cost”. The overall SFM representing the “GR01” service is thus a composition
of results contributed by human and non-human service providers.

3.1 Service Composition Model

The service composition model defines how results and services can be composed
in order to derive a coherent SFM. The model is illustrated in Figure 3. It is
based on and extends previous work [16,17]. Note that service does not denote
the service to be modeled but the services that contribute results.

The intended outcome of the collaboration, a composed SFM, consists of
multiple results. We distinguish two specific types of (expected) results:

– SFMs are parts of a larger SFM. The sub result relationship denotes the
potential nesting of SFMs. For example, in Figure 2, the SFM corresponding
to the “GR01” service contains another SFM corresponding to the service’s
“security / legal” aspects. The tree structure of the SFM itself does not
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Fig. 3. Service composition model, based on [16]
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necessarily correspond to the tree structure of the service composition model.
As defined in Section 2.2, SFMs contain features, attribute types, attributes
and cross-tree relationships.

– Attribute values are primitive data types (i.e. integer, double or string)
representing measurable, non-functional characteristics of a feature. As such,
attribute values cannot, in contrast to SFMs, be decomposed further into sub
results. In Figure 2, two attribute values are contributed to the “delivery
cost” attributes of the “postal” and “electronic” delivery.

Contributions denote the delivery or transformation of results. Results are the
output of one or more contributions. A contribution is performed by a dedicated
human-based or software service. This service may transform existing results
which it gets as input. Separating contributions from results provides the flexi-
bility of having multiple contributions collectively work on a result or of using
a single contribution for delivering or transforming multiple results. For exam-
ple, for a SFM the contributions “create SFM”, “validate SFM” and “approve
SFM” may exist. In Figure 2, contributions are illustrated as speech bubbles
delivered by the services “service engineer”, “cost estimation service” and “legal
expert”. Results themselves are offered as services and can be reused in other
SFM modeling projects.

3.2 Roles

During collaboration, participants take different roles. A role describes a set of
activities an actor may perform in participatory service design. A single actor
may engage in multiple roles at the same time or vary roles over time [18]. We
refer to an actor in one of the three following roles by the name of the role:

– Modelers contribute SFMs. They define how to decompose features, which
attributes to use to describe properties of features and what attribute types
they relate to, and finally what cross-tree relationships exist between fea-
tures. In general, we assume that human actors hold the role modeler (e.g.
a legal expert).

– Attribute value providers provide contributions to attribute values. To
account for dynamic changes in attribute values during and after service
design as well as for complex calculations of attribute values, we propose to
utilize non-human actors, e.g. Web services, for the role of an attribute value
provider (e.g. a benchmark service).

– Coordinators have two assigned responsibilities. Firstly, they identify con-
tributions and assign modeling tasks for both SFMs and attribute values.
Secondly, coordinators assign services to identified contributions in the role
of either modeler or attribute value provider. Coordination activities can be
delegated by assigning the coordinator role with respect to a single result.
This allows for coordination activities within a different department involved
in the collaborative service design (e.g. the legal department).

Modeler and coordinator roles are closely related because the division of labor
is performed using the overall SFM structure and requires basic understanding
of modeling.
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3.3 Coordination Mechanisms for Service Feature Modeling

During service feature modeling, human experts collaborate to construct the
SFM according to the component model described in Section 3.1. To start the
collaboration, a coordinator defines several required results and contributions.
In order to delegate tasks, the coordinator assigns human experts or software
services to the contributions. During collaboration, additional results or contri-
butions are added or services assigned. As soon as services are assigned, they
are allowed to participate through delivering or transforming respective results.

The challenge in realizing such collaboration is to coordinate interactions of
services with the overall SFM in order to avoid inconsistencies due to depen-
dencies between tasks or contributions, e.g., due to cross-tree relationships. To
coordinate collaborative service feature modeling, we identified four required
types of coordination mechanisms.

Coordination of Basic Interactions. In our previous work, we specified and
visualized a service binding protocol for service assignments [16] allowing the
delegation of results to responsible modelers. This protocol is suitable for SFM
compositions as well: The binding of a service to a contribution is initiated by
the coordinator, asking the service for its commitment to contribute. The service
may accept or decline. We expect that, in most cases, the service provider will
accept the binding as he was selected based on his expertise for the respective
service model part. Software services automatically accept a binding request.

As soon as a service is bound, it can deliver the results related to the assigned
contribution, e.g., new SFMs or attribute values. The response of the service is
an update of the associated output results. In addition, during collaboration,
a bound service can be manually called by a coordinator, for instance, as a
reminder to contribute not yet delivered results. The results can be updated
by the service until they are approved by a coordinator. This is defined in the
service request / response protocol [16].

These protocols allow easy integration of human and software services alike
as they do not require complex activities. All service providers need to imple-
ment the protocols. This hierarchical coordination model is suitable for multi-
disciplinary service design projects, where experts for different domains as well
as responsible service engineers for a SFM exist that are responsible for the
delegation of work to experts.

Coordination of Cross-Tree Relationships. Cross-tree relationships denote
that one feature either requires or excludes the existence of another feature in a
configuration (see Section 2.2). Changing or deleting a feature that is part of a
cross-tree relationship can cause inconsistencies in a SFM. Thus, if a cross-tree
relationship in a result relates to a feature in another result, a notification to the
modeler of the cross-tree relationship should be sent if the feature is changed or
deleted.

For the management of such dependencies, we use the event-condition-action
(ECA) rule mechanism of [16] and configure it with event types and rules required
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for collaborative service feature modeling. Events are emitted on changes of
results as well as on each transition in the basic interaction protocols presented
above. Events are input to rules which might trigger actions, e.g. service calls or
the sending of notification messages.

To coordinate cross-tree relationships, we define the events FeatureUpdated
and FeatureDeleted that are emitted on changing or deleting an SFM containing
the feature. Additionally, if a cross-tree relationship is specified by a modeler
in an SFM and the SFM is updated, a rule is automatically instantiated that
triggers adequate measures in reaction to these events. For example, based on
the SFM illustrated in Figure 2, as soon as the legal expert identifies the exclude
relationship between delivery method “electronic”and “stamp & signature”, a
rule is created as defined below. If “electronic” is changed to “certified mail”,
the legal expert is notified to check the excludes dependency to “stamp & signa-
ture” for validity and possibly adapt it. (Note: the values “electronic” and “legal
expert” in the following rule denote unique, non-changeable IDs of the results
or contributions, respectively.)

EVERY FeatureUpdated("electronic") OR FeatureDeleted("electronic")

DO notify("legal expert");

Coordination of Attribute Type Dependencies. Attribute types allow
modelers to define common characteristics of attributes, e.g. the measurement
unit for “cost”. If an attribute type is changed or deleted, potential inconsisten-
cies can occur with regard to the attributes relating to this type. Thus, a modeler
of an attribute should be notified in such cases. Similar to handling cross-tree
relationships, attribute type dependencies are coordinated using ECA rules. The
dedicated events are AttributeTypeUpdated and AttributeTypeDeleted. Rules for
such attribute type dependencies listen for events denoting a change of the at-
tribute type. The rules are automatically created as soon as an SFM is created or
updated including an attribute that relates to an attribute type in another result.
As action, notifications are sent to the modelers of SFMs including attributes of
this type. For instance, if the measurement unit of an attribute type “delivery
cost” is changed from “e/ delivered record” to “e/ month”, the modelers of
SFMs including an attribute using this attribute type are notified and possibly
request the according attribute value providers with updated parameters.

EVERY AttributeTypeUpdated("delivery cost")

OR AttributeTypeDeleted("delivery cost")

DO notify("service engineer")

Coordination of Attribute Provisioning Dependencies. Contributions of
attribute value providers are useful to include real-time data into the SFM or
include complex data that results from a calculation. The invocation of such
services should be performed during the configuration phase since currentness
of attribute values influences the selection among alternatives. As we can not
always count on the automated push of attribute values from external Web
services in case they have recent data, we suggest to define new event types
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which denote the end of the modeling phase and are emitted, for instance, if
requested via the modeling tool. The event might then trigger a rule which
requests all services delivering an attribute value. Additionally, a rule might
request services at certain points in time, e.g., every morning at 8am. Such rules
can be manually specified throughout the collaboration by the coordinators of
SFMs. Alternatively, we suggest that they are created as soon as attribute value
providers are bound to a contribution and deleted if the binding is removed.

EVERY ModelingPhaseFinished

DO requestContribution("big machine benchmark");

AT (timer:8am)

DO requestContribution("big machine benchmark");

We believe that the proposed event types and rules are suitable to avoid inconsis-
tencies during service feature modeling. However, we do not claim completeness.
As the ECA rules coordination approach is very generic and extensible, addi-
tional rules and event types can be specified whenever needed. For example,
modelers can specify rules which notify them if a certain result was delivered or
updated, using events of type SFMUpdated or SFMDeleted.

4 Proof of Concept

We designed a system architecture supporting the conceptualized collabora-
tion model and prototypically implemented it. The implementation strongly
builds upon and extends the implementation used within the COCKPIT EU
project [20].

4.1 Architecture and Components

The architecture is shown in Figure 4. The individual components are presented
in the following subsections.

Service Feature Model Designer (SFM Designer): The SFM designer
provides a user interface for participating experts. It addresses two basic func-
tionalities. First, it provides modeling capabilities via graphical UI used to cre-
ate and adapt SFMs that are provided as results. As such, it acts as a service
adapter for these human experts who, as modelers, contribute results. Second,
the SFM designer provides coordination capabilities. It allows coordinators to
define (expected) results and to define which services should contribute the re-
sults. Supporting the configuration phase, the SFM designer can determine all
possible configurations for a given SFM and aggregates their attributes.
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Fig. 4. Architecture of a system for collaborative service feature modeling

Adapters: Our system design foresees numerous adapters that allow services to
participate in the collaboration. Adapters ensure compatibility of the service in-
terfaces and our system’s interfaces, e.g. they implement the coordination proto-
cols described in Section 3.3. Per service interface, a dedicated adapter is required.
Adapters have two interfaces to communicatewith our system: via the coordination
interface, services can be asked for binding and can then be requested to update ac-
cording results. Themodel interface is used to retrieve existing results of the model
in focus and to contribute (create, update, or delete) results.

Collaboration Server: The collaboration server handles the coordination re-
quired for asynchronous collaboration in service feature modeling. It consists
of three components, the service & user repository, the SFM manager and the
collaboration engine.

The SFM manager stores the contributed results, namely SFMs and attribute
values, in the SFM persistency component. Using the model interface, any service
bound via adapters can create, retrieve, update or delete results - thus, for both
SFM and attribute value results, CRUDmethods are provided. Results sent or re-
quested pass through themodel integrator. It checks committed results for a)model
elements that require coordination rules to be defined, e.g. attributes relating to at-
tribute types outside of the result, andb) changesw.r.t.model elements that require
coordination, e.g. changes to cross-tree relationships. In such cases, themodel inte-
grator triggers the coordination engine to create rules or throw events. Further, if
a result from the collaboration server is requested, the model integrator composes
it by integrating all sub results into one coherent SFM.
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The coordination engine contains the coordination logic. The coordination
interface allows services via adapters to participate in the coordination. A co-
ordinator can consult the service & user repository to find an adequate service
to associate with a contribution. The association is stored in the contribution
/ service mapping. The protocol engine controls the binding and the service re-
quest / response protocol of the service based on information found in both the
contribution / service mapping and the service & user repository. The rule in-
terface triggers the rule creator when new model elements are contributed that
require creation of a new coordination rule. Additionally, it can be used by any
coordinator to manually define rules. Rules are stored in the rule repository.
Through the event interface events can be sent to the rule engine. On receiving
an event the rule engine checks existing rules and possibly triggers an action.
For example, if an attribute type is changed, the “AttributeTypeUpdated” event
triggers a previously specified rule which notifies all depending modelers. Notifi-
cations are sent via the protocol engine that communicates via the coordination
interface with the respective service adapters.

4.2 Implementation

We implemented the SFM designer as an Eclipse-based rich client on top of the
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)1. Adapters are built on RESTful design
principles utilizing Jersey2. Figure 5 shows the user interface of the SFM de-
signer. We implemented our collaboration server based on the Grails Web

Fig. 5. Screen shot of the SFM designer with exemplary SFM and menu bar entries
allowing to coordinate collaboration

1 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
2 http://jersey.java.net/

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
http://jersey.java.net/
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application framework3 andRESTful design principles.We built Java andGroovy4

server libraries. The SFM manager stores SFMs within the SFM persistency in
XML format. Service repository, rule repository and contribution/service map-
ping persist data in a MySQL database. We use ESPER5 to implement our rule
engine. Rules are expressed in the ESPER Event Processing Language (EPL).

Using our prototype implementation, we asserted the functionality of the pre-
sented approach. We are able to successfully assign contributions to human-
based and Web services. For SFM results, corresponding resources are created,
updated, retrieved and deleted by the SFM manager. On updating SFMs, the
model integrator triggers the creation of rules and triggers events w.r.t. exist-
ing rules as conceptualized in Section 3.3. Notifications are currently send via
e-mail. Alternative reactions depend on the implementation and can include, for
instance, triggering service calls. Our implementation overall shows the appli-
cability of our approach to enable collaborative creation of SFMs composed of
services and thus affirms its ability to foster participatory service design.

5 Related Work

Some approaches to participatory service design exist. For example, [10] presents
a high-level methodology for the participatory analysis, design, and optimization
of services in the public sector. Our approach is in-line with this methodology
and similar works and extends them by contributing a specific modeling notation
and corresponding tools.

Regarding collaborative modeling, most of the approaches we found discuss
the creation of models in the CAD domain where several experts work together to
derive a graphical model of a product. For instance, the authors of [5] present an
approach for collaborative editing of a central model maintained on a server, also
addressing basic coordination problems, e.g. concurrency and synchronization.
They do not consider a human coordinator or the creation of model parts by
services. In contrast, we aim to allow a coordinator to split the model into parts
to be delegated to responsible experts. We thus provide coordination mechanism
on an application level.

Several works address how multiple feature models can be combined. [1] pro-
poses to compose feature models that address specific domains, aiming to bet-
ter deal with rising complexity for large feature models, to foster the model’s
evolution and also to engage diverse stakeholders into the modeling. In [2], a
representation of feature models using description logics and a corresponding
configuration method is presented to allow multiple experts to model and con-
figure feature models. Both works focus on how to combine multiple models but
do not address the coordinated creation of models or the integration of up-to-
date values. Methodologies addressing the modeling of modular feature models

3 http://www.grails.org
4 http://groovy.codehaus.org/
5 http://esper.codehaus.org/

http://www.grails.org
http://groovy.codehaus.org/
http://esper.codehaus.org/
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are named as an intended future work. In contrast, we focus on the coordination
of creating modular feature models collaboratively.

The approach presented in [9] focuses on collaborative modeling in software
engineering. It allows software engineers to decompose UML diagrams into fine-
grained design model parts that can be modified by distributed participants. The
approach has some similarities to our approach, e.g., hierarchically breakdown
of models into parts, event-based notifications and coordination mechanisms to
manage concurrent access and dependencies between model parts. In [22] a model
and tool are presented that enable software architects to collaboratively capture
architectural decision alternatives and decision outcomes in a specialized Wiki.
In the modeling phase, architects can define dependencies between decisions.
Alternatives are used to ensure consistent and correct decision-making during
the configuration phase. Despite some similarities, both presented approaches
do not (yet) support delegation of modeling parts through a coordinator and
do not enable the integration of content provided by software services into the
models.

Flexible composition of services through end-users has been discussed in the
mashups area [21]. Mashups allow end-users to easily compose and integrate
(Web) services into artifacts. In addition, approaches for the integration of
human-provided services into collaboration exist [15]. However, we are not aware
of any approach that allows participants to create models through a mashup
mechanism.

Overall, having analyzed related work in various research areas, we believe
that our approach uniquely combines coordination and service-composition con-
cepts to support participation of various experts in service design.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we addressed participatory service design by presenting SFMs as
design artifacts capable of integrating various design issues. As we experienced
in the COCKPIT project, especially the modeling phase in the SFM methodol-
ogy allows for discussion and knowledge exchange in an early stage of the service
design. Accordingly, we presented a service-composition model which allows par-
ticipants to delegate responsibilities for model parts to experts who can indepen-
dently contribute their parts to a central, uniform design artifact. By separating
responsibilities based on the model structure, we tackle the challenge of integrat-
ing sub-models into a coherent model while still allowing participants to model
in parallel [14]. In our approach participants act as human or software services,
allowing the integration of dynamic or complex data into SFMs which can be
kept up to date automatically. Collaboration activities are coordinated through
a) the delegation of work based on the SFM structure and b) interaction proto-
cols and a simple event-condition-action rule mechanism. This mechanism can
also be used as a notification mechanism to manage causal dependencies between
model parts, for instance cross-tree relationships. We presented the architecture
of a system realizing our approach and a proof-of-concept implementation that
allowed us to act out the relevant use cases of our approach.
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In future work, we plan to address the collaborative configuration of SFMs.
Configuration results could be used to incorporate the configuration of a (sub)
SFM. It may be noted, however, that the collaborative configuration of feature
models is already addressed in numerous works, e.g. [7,13]. Further, we want
to investigate means to support consensus-based decisions on model parts, e.g.
quorum-based decisions. We also envision the parameterization of service calls
from a SFM based on dependent results, which would allow for even more flexible
integration of results.

Acknowledgment. This work was supported by the COCKPIT project [6].
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